Speedy BAFERD: Timed Procedure Game
Credits: Robert Stenberg, UNC/VCU/CCAG EM Residencies, FOAMed

- Judge/Proctor
- Equipment
  - Judge
  - Stopwatch/Phone
  - Ultrasound machine(s)
  - Block phantom: FICB simulator
    - Alternative: Extra firm tofu + hyperechoic cylinder inserted deep centrally, such as straw
  - Central Line simulators
    - Fem line sim + Subclav line sim
    - Alternative: Combo IJ/Subclav simulator or whatever you have access
  - Central line kit(s)
- Rounds
  - As quickly as possible, each team member performs the following three procedures. Judge must say “good” before moving on to next station. Depending on time allotted and size of each group, every member may not be able to perform.
    - In plane nerve block
      - Demonstrate in plane and where you would inject
    - Short Axis, Out-of-plane Ultrasound-Guided Subclavian Line
      - Have line placed not sutured
      - Fake “knick”
    - Long Axis, In-plane Femoral Central Line
      - Have line placed, not sutured
      - Fake “knick”
      - Alternative: Long axis IJ or Long axis “WIN, Wire In Needle” technique
  - Timer
    - Start: Upon picking up an instrument
    - End: Last station completed, nothing in hands
- Scoring:
  - Team Scoring
    - 130 pts fastest team
    - 110 pts 2nd
    - 90 pts 3rd
    - 70 pts 4th
    - 50 pts 5th
    - 40 pt 6th
    - 30 pt 7th
  - Bonus
    - 40 points given to Team whom had overall fastest person
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